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Details of Visit:

Author: Iron Duke
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 26 Apr 2016 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07522065021

The Premises:

Apartment block on the Euston Road close to Warren Street tube station. Front lobby smelled
strongly of cigarette smoke but the flat was very clean and tidy, fresh sheets and towels and clean
bathroom.

The Lady:

Sky is small, about 5ft without her shoes, very pretty with short blonde hair, not at all skinny though
as she has a curvy figure and also has a lot of tattoos in various places. 

The Story:

Greeted at the door by Sky in a short red mini-dress, exchanged paperwork and made use of the
bathroom to clean up. Sky is certainly petite but has a knockout body with a soft round bum and
great boobs. We started off kissing, not deep FK but very nice and natural feeling, Sky took me in
hand as I was already rock solid. Lots of mutual touching then I went down on her for RO which was
unforgettable as she has such a full-lipped pussy, not at all what I thought I'd find when first seeing
her naked. I indulged myself using mouth and fingers, Sky enjoyed this too or at least did a good
impression. After this it was on with the cover for a BJ then popped off my first shot. We kissed and
chatted for a while then Sky's hands wandered down and she got me hard again, back on with a
cover and she rode me cowgirl lifting herself up so I could see myself sliding in and out of her meaty
pussy, then onto all fours for doggy which amazingly lasted a lot longer than I was expecting before
finishing off with a second shot.

I have tried to make a habit of seeing different girls each time I punt as variety is the spice of life
and all that but Sky will have another visit from yours truly in the not too distant future. A rare find
indeed. 
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